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Probabilistic Mesomechanics for
High Cycle Fatigue Life Prediction
This paper presents an analytical modeling approach to characterize and unders
high cycle fatigue life in gas turbine alloys. It is recognized that the design of struct
subjected to fatigue cannot be based on average material behavior but that designs
consider23s or some other appropriate extreme value (tail of the distribution) load
and/or material properties. Thus, a life prediction capability useful in a design appl
tion must address the scatter inherent in material response to fatigue loading. Fur
the life prediction capability should identify the key micromechanical variables that
critical in the tail of the materials durability distribution. The proposed method addres
the scatter in fatigue by investigating the microstructural variables responsible for
scatter and developing analytical and semi-analytical models to quantitatively relate
variables to the response. The model is general and considers the entire range of da
accumulation sequences; from crack nucleation of the initially unflawed structure to
fast fracture.@S0094-4289~00!01302-5#
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Introduction

Many material and structural design factors influence com
nent reliability in terms of the defined durability problems. From
material performance standpoint, many of these factors ar
work in the durability ‘‘size effect.’’ Two important aspects of th
size effect influence high cycle fatigue~HCF! in mechanical com-
ponents: the relative size of the stressed area compared to the
of the component and the relative size of the damage~crack!
compared to the size of the microstructure.

The size effect was first reported by Peterson@1# when he no-
ticed that the mean fatigue life and variation in fatigue life wer
function of the stressed volume. The size effect must be caref
considered in regards to HCF of such components as aeroen
airfoils. The stresses that cause HCF are often mode shapes
ing stresses induced by vibratory excitation. Only a very sm
portion of the total airfoil area is subjected to the high stresse

The size effect has another fundamental role in controlling H
because damage accumulation often starts on a small scale.
failures are not usually initiated by the large microstructural
fects associated with low cycle fatigue failures but often nucle
‘‘naturally’’ at local regions of high stress. The local regions
high stress may be caused from vibratory resonance or for
object damage. The damage grows through various mechan
including crack nucleation, microstructurally small crack grow
and linear elastic long crack growth. Each mechanism is ass
ated with a characteristic size and each characteristic size ha
own geometric complexities, constitutive laws and heteroge
ities. Fatigue behavior cannot be fully understood and predic
without obtaining information about each of the characteris
sizes, or what can be called mesodomains. Nested models can
each of the mesodomains to determine the response of the
rodomain.

The overall fatigue response of a component is predicted
nesting the individual mesoscale models. The lowest level mo
uses the appropriate mesoscale parameters to determine the
state of the next level. This level uses the results from the pr
ous level along with the appropriate parameters to determine
initial state of the next level and so on. Using nested models, fl
reliability can be linked to the heterogeneities at each me
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domain. Additionally, by modeling each level of the fatigue pr
cess individually, and rigorously linking the levels, various si
effects are included.

Three Level Fatigue Model
Figure 1 shows the three levels of damage accumulation

are assumed in the present study. First, the crack nucleates
small scale on the order of the grain size. Then the crack grow
a microstructurally small crack in which the crack front lies
relatively few grains. The material properties, averaged along
crack front, approach bulk material properties as the crack g
and the number of grains interrogated by the crack front incre
At this point, linear elasticity can be assumed and the crack gr
as a typical long crack until final failure.

The models used to predict the behavior for each of the th
levels of damage accumulation have been discussed elsewhe@2#
and only those aspect of the models related to HCF of gas tur
alloys will be discussed.

Crack Nucleation Model. Models used in the research mu
have two attributes. They must be quantitative with regards to
number of cycles needed to produce a crack to a specific siz
they are to be used for lifetime predictions. The models must a
be able to address the microstructural parameters in order to
vide a physical link between the microstructure and the fatig
behavior. The crack nucleation model used in the current rese
addresses slip band cracking within a grain that is a prefe
mode of damage accumulation for HCF in gas turbine alloys@3#.
The model used in this effort is based on a model proposed
Tanaka and Mura@4# and extended to account for grain orient
tion by Tryon and Cruse@3# as

ciate
Fig. 1 Three-stage mesomechanical fatigue model
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Nn5
4GWs

S 1

MS
Ds22kD 2

p~12n!d

(1)

whereNn is the number of cycles needed to grow a crack to
size of the grain,G is the shear modulus,Ws is the specific frac-
ture energy per unit area,s is the local applied normal stress,MS
is grain orientation factor~reciprocal Schmid factor!, k is the fric-
tional stress which must be overcome to move dislocations,y is
Poissons ratio, andd is the grain diameter.

Small Crack Growth Model. The behavior of small cracks
differs from the behavior of long cracks. Long crack behavior c
be predicted using conventional continuum based LEFM te
niques. Small crack growth rates vary widely, from several ord
of magnitude greater than that predicted by continuum basedDK
to complete arrest. A small crack can be thought of as a crack
a size on the order of the microstructure. The anomalous gro
of small cracks has been attributed to two competing factors: h
growth rates due to lack of closure and growth retardation du
microstructural obstacles.

Crack Tip Opening Displacement. The experimentally
observable parameter that has been correlated to the va
small crack growth rate is the crack tip opening displacem
~CTOD! @5#

da

dN
5C8Df t (2)

wherea is the crack length,N is cycles,f t is the CTOD, andC8
is a material constants derived from test data. The CTOD
measure of the amount of damage associated with the crack
The larger the CTOD, the higher the crack growth rate. This p
nomenon was first observed by Laird and Smith@6# and has been
well established in long crack growth behavior@7#. The direct
proportionality of Eq.~2! has been observed in small crack grow
of aluminum, nickel and titanium alloys@8#. Nisitani and Takao
@9# showed that small crack arrest could be associated with
CTOD.

In the current research, the CTOD is modeled as a function
the random microstructural variables based on the approach
by Tanaka et al.@10# and extended by Tryon@2#. Consider a crack
of lengtha with the crack tip in thej th grain as shown in Fig. 2
The slip band has a length ofw with the slip band tip in thenth
grain. The total length of the damage,c, is the crack length plus
the slip band length. If the slip band is propagating~not blocked
by the grain boundary!, the size of the slip band zone can be fou
from

Fig. 2 Crack tip slip band in multiple grains
210 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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@~t i 212ki 21!2~t i2ki !#arcsinS Li 21

c D (3)

where,t i is the applied resolved shear stress in thei th grain,ki is
the frictional stress of thei th grain,a is the crack length,c is the
crack length plus slip band length,Li is the distance from the free
surface to grain boundary of thei th grain preceding the slip ban
tip as shown in Fig. 2.

The CTOD is given by

f t5
2kja

p2A
ln

c

a
1 (

i 5 j 11

n
~t i 212ki 21!2~t i2ki !

p2A
g~a;c,Li 21!

g~a;c,L !5L lnUAc22L21Ac22a2

Ac22L22Ac22a2U
2a lnUaAc22L21LAc22a2

aAc22L22LAc22a2U (4)

A5G/2p~12n! for edge dislocations

A5G/2p for screw dislocations

For the slip band blocked by the grain boundary, the size of
slip band zone is

v5Ln2a (5)

The CTOD is given by

f t5
bt

pA
Ac22a21

2kja

p2A
ln

c

a

1 (
i 5 j 11

n
~t i 212ki 21!2~t i2ki !

p2A
g~a;c,Li 21!

b512
2kj

pt j
arccos

a

c

2 (
i 5 j 11

n
2@~t i 212ki 21!2~t i2ki !#

pt j
arccosS Li 21

c D (6)

The microscopic stress intensity factor at the slip band tip i

Km5btApc (7)

To account for the crystallographic orientation of the individu
grains, the applied resolved shear stresst in Eqs.~3! through~7!
can be replaced with

t5
s

MS
for surface grains

t5
s

MT
for interior grains

wheres is the local normal applied stress,MS is the reciprocal
Schmid factor andMT is the Taylor factor@12#.

Modeling the Physical Microstructure
Consider a random array of grains as shown in Fig. 3. A cr

nucleates in the surface grainX0 and then grows along thex axis
as a semi-circle through zones in which the effective mate
properties are uniform. The boundaries of the zones are re
sented by the concentric half circles. The zones are compose
grains represented by the semi-circular arc segments. The
length of the semi-circular segments is a random variable equ
the grain diameter. The surface grains are represented by th
Transactions of the ASME
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tersection of the zones and the surface. Note that because
crack grows as a semi-circle, the surface crack growth is the s
as the in-depth crack growth through the zones represente
Section A-A.

After successful crack nucleation, the crack grows from gr
X0 into zone 1. In the example shown in Fig. 3, zone 1 conta
three grains. The effective material propertyP1 eff , of zone 1 is
the average of the properties of the individual grains.

P1i weighted with the area of thei th grain.~In the current study
P1 eff represents the local frictional strengthk or the local applied
stresst.!

P1 eff5
P11d1

21P12d12
2 1P13d13

2

d1
21d12

2 1d13
2 (8)

In thenth zone composed ofj grains, the effective material prop
erty is

Pn eff5
( i 51

j Pnidni
2

( i 51
j dni

2 (9)

Fig. 3 Array of random grains
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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As the crack becomes long,Pn eff approaches the bulk propertie
Using the concepts of effective material properties, cra

growth is modeled as one-dimensional. Consider a cut along tx
axis ~Section A-A in Fig. 3!. The fatigue damage is modeled as
one-dimensional crack growing through zones of varying sizel n
and varying effective material propertiesPn eff .

The above microstructural modeling technique is approxim
and does not capture some of the nuances of crack/microstru
interactions. In particular, the model does not allow for spa
variation of properties along the crack front that can cause a n
smooth or ragged crack front shape. If the crack front encoun
strong grains~due to unfavorable orientation or high frictiona
stress! in a matrix of weaker grains, the crack front will retard
the region near the strong grains and tunnel in the region of
weak grains. However, crack growth mechanisms tends to ha
smoothing effect on the crack front shape. The crack front w
tunnel around the blockage until the shape of the crack front at
blockage is such that the stress intensity overcomes the bloc
and the crack front resumes its smooth shape@11#. If the blockage
is not overcome, the crack front will not continue to tunnel. T
crack growth will arrest.

Long Crack Growth Model. The long crack growth is mod-
eled using the Paris law representation of a surface crack
semi-infinite body subjected to a constant stress cycle. If the fi
crack size is much greater than the initial crack size, Tryon a
Cruse@12# showed that

Ng5
ai

12n/2

CDsnbnS n

2
21D (10)

where,Ng is the number of cycles needed for the crack to grow
failure, ai is the initial crack size at the start of the long cra
growth phase,Ds is the global stress range,b is the geometry
constant~1.12p!, andC andn are based on material properties

Monte Carlo Simulation Model
The statistical characteristics of variables used in the Mo

Carlo simulation have been discussed in detail in Tryon and Cr
@13#. The random variables and the associated statistical distr
tions are shown in Table 1. Normalized distributions are used
d, a, k, andC. This allows the average values to be easily chang
without having to re-evaluate the distribution parameters. The
tribution parameters only need to be re-evaluated if a chang
coefficient of variation~COV! is desired. The orientation factor
are not normalized. A change in the average value of the orie
tion factor would require texturing the microstructure. The valu
Table 1 Values used in the Monte Carlo simulation

Variable Description
Distribution

type
Distribution
Parameters Average COV

C Paris Law Coefficient Lognormal l50.034 z50.30 4.431029 MPaAm 0.30
C8 CTOD Law Coefficient Deterministic N/A 0.10 N/A
d Grain diameter Lognormal l520.076 z50.39 55.8mm 0.40
da Small Crack Growth Interval Deterministic N/A 0.5 N/A
G Bulk Shear Modulus Deterministic N/A 7631023 MPa N/A
k Frictional Strength Weibull h51.12 z53.7 69 MPa 0.30

Kcrit
M Critical Microstructural Stress

Intensity Factor
Deterministic N/A 769 MPaAm N/A

MS Schmid Orientation Factor Curve Fit~See Ref.@12#! 2.21 0.08
MT Taylor Orientation Factor Curve Fit~See Ref.@12#! 3.07 0.13
n Paris Law Exponent Deterministic N/A 3 N/A

WS Specific Fracture Energy Deterministic N/A 440 kN/m N/A
n Poisson’s Ratio Deterministic N/A 0.3 N/A
s Applied Micro-stress Normal m51 s50.3 Variable* 0.30

*Note: Several different stress levels are modeled as discussed in the Section on Model Results.
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 211
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in Table 1 would no longer be valid and new representati
would be required. The deterministic input variables are a
shown in Table 1.

The basic flow of the Monte Carlo simulation is outlined
follows. A crack is nucleated in each surface grain of a com
nent. Each crack goes through the small crack growth phase
long crack growth phase. The total life associated with each cr
is the summation of the cycles in the crack nucleation, small cr
growth and long crack growth phases. The life of the compon
is equal to the minimum total life of all of the cracks. The deta
of the simulation are described in Tryon@2#.

Model Results
The predictions of the individual crack nucleation, small cra

growth, and long crack growth simulations have been shown
correlate very favorably with experimental observations and
discussed elsewhere@3,12#. In this section, we will discuss the
prediction of the total fatigue life for a simple test specimen.

Predicted Total Fatigue Life of a Test Specimen. It is dif-
ficult to compare the probabilistic model predictions for total
tigue life directly with experimental data because the parame
used in the model are usually not reported. However, the predi
scatter in fatigue data is compared with trends in the experime
data and the predicted mean life for different size specimen
compared with size effect observations.

The distribution of fatigue life for test specimens was predic
by assuming the parameters in Table 1 in the Monte Carlo an
sis. These values are characteristic of a stainless steel. The s
men has a circular cross section with radius 7.62 mm, and a s
low notch with a gauge surface area of 1.61 mm2. This gauge
surface area results in about 4000 grains per specimen. Diffe
specimens will have a different number of surface grains
therefore the number of surface grains is a random variable.
predicted CDF of fatigue life for the specimens is shown in Fig
The mean life of the specimens is 60,000 cycles with a COV
0.17.

Figure 4 shows that fitting the model results to a lognorm
distribution give a correlation coefficient of 0.993. Fitting th
model results to a normal distribution~not shown! gives a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.999. Both the normal and lognormal dis
butions provide an adequate representation of the model re
and both have been used to represent experimental data@14,15#, p.
380#.

A thorough investigation of the scatter in fatigue life is n
available in the literature for most alloys. Many manufacture
particularly in the aerospace industry, have the large compila

Fig. 4 Fatigue life distribution of the specimens plotted on
lognormal probability paper
212 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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of data used for statistical characterization. However, the cost
sociated with such test is considerable and the data is tightly h
However, Bastenaire@14# performed a thorough investigation o
the scatter in fatigue life for five different grades of low allo
steel.

Steels may nucleate cracks by mechanisms other than slip
cracking depending on the alloy composition and the impuriti
However, the trend in the scatter in steel data has been obse
in other metallic alloys@16#. Bastenaire performed rotating bend
ing fatigue experiments for many stress levels for each grad
steel with several hundred specimens for each stress level.

Figure 6 shows the trends in the scatter exhibited in B
tenaire’s data plotted on lognormal paper.~The curves are replot-
ted from the data in Fig. 7 of@14#.! If data plots as a straight line
in Fig. 6, the lognormal distribution is valid. If data plots as
nonstraight line in Fig. 6, the lognormal distribution is no long
valid. The general trend is that the COV~indicated by the slope of
the curves! is fairy constant for applied stresses well above t
fatigue limit ~363–324 MPa!. As the applied stress decreases, t
COV starts to increase~304–285 MPa!. As the applied stress
approaches the fatigue limit, the fatigue life increases and run-
start to occur. The right tail of the distribution becomes mo
heavily populated than a lognormal distribution, which cause
line through the data to bend to the right~265–245 MPa!. The 363
MPa data curves slightly to the left indicating the right tail
distribution is less populated than a lognormal distribution and
data can also be fitted to the normal distribution. As the app
stress decreases, the curvature shifts to the right.

Comparison of Fig. 5 with the results in Fig. 6 shows that t
model predicts all of the above trends observed in the experim
tal data. Figure 7 presents the same data in the familiar form
SN diagram. The runouts~suspensions! are the percentage o
specimens that did not fail at 106 cycles.

The Monte Carlo simulation showed that most of the failur
were caused by the largest grain in the specimen and almos
the failures were initiated in one of the five largest grains. T
lower the stress the more failures initiated in the largest gra
This indicates that the ‘‘weak links’’ in crack nucleation are th
largest grains. Experimental evidence shows that failures can
associated with the largest grains@11#.

The distribution of the largest defects~or the largest grains in
the present model! lead to the size effect model developed b
Weibull @17#. Size effect is the phenomenon that small comp
nents have a higher fatigue life than larger geometrically sim
components. Weibull assumed that the larger component is m

Fig. 5 Predicted fatigue life distribution plotted on lognormal
paper
Transactions of the ASME
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likely to have a larger life-controlling defect. This approach
widely used in the design of ceramics and it has also been app
to ductile materials@18#.

The reliability of different size~defined by the mean number o
surface grains! specimens was determined and the mean fati
strength at an arbitrary life is plotted against size in Fig. 8. T
model indicates that very large structures have zero life. Thi
because a lognormal distribution of grains allows an infinit
large grain in an infinite population. In reality, the grain size ca
not be infinite and the true distribution of grain size is truncated
a size no larger than the component. Maximum truncated g
size would control the fatigue life of a very large structure.

The predicted size effect on fatigue strength is linear in
space as shown in Fig. 8. Trantina@18# predicted the same rela
tionship using a weakest link theory. Trantina’s experimental
servations on smooth, bolt hole and sharp notched specimens
been scaled with respect to fatigue strength for comparison
the model predictions in Fig. 8. A direct comparison cannot
made because the data exhibited is for a different material
that modeled. The important point demonstrated by Fig. 8 is
the model predicts that the fatigue life decreases linearly with
increase in the log of volume~or surface area!. The intercept of
the line depends on the specified fatigue life. The slope of the l
which represents the sensitivity of the material to size effect,

Fig. 6 Fatigue life test data plotted on lognormal paper „data
from Bastenaire …

Fig. 7 Predicted mean fatigue life for various size specimens
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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pends on the scatter of the fatigue strength controlling variab
and can vary with material processing and material alloy@18#.

Sensitivities. The sensitivities shown in Figure 9 represe
the sensitivity of the total fatigue life COV to the random variab
COV.

To change in total life COV a Monte Carlo simulation wa
performed using the nominal variations in Table 1. Then a se
rate Monte Carlo simulation was performed for each of the r
dom variables in which the COV the random variable was
crease by 5 percent. The sensitivities have been normalized
that the summation of sensitivities is one.

Figure 9 shows that at low stress~high cycle fatigue!, the varia-
tion in fatigue life is most sensitive to the variation in the gra
orientation. It is well known that texturing can greatly effect hig
cycle fatigue life. The variation in high cycle fatigue life is show
to be least sensitive to the variation in grain size. The Monte Ca
simulation showed that at low stress, the largest grains were
sponsible for the failure-causing crack. It would seem that
fatigue life would be sensitive to the grain size distribution. Ho
ever, the distribution of the largest grains in each specimen is
extreme-value distribution and will only change slightly with a
percent decrease in the COV of grain size for all of the grains
the specimen.

Figure 9 shows that at high stress~low cycle fatigue!, the varia-
tion in fatigue life is most sensitive to the variation in the appli

Fig. 8 Predicted stress versus life curve

Fig. 9 Importance of the random variable variation on the fa-
tigue life variation
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 213
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microstress. In low cycle fatigue, the crack tip plastic zone is la
and not as sensitive to the local material property variations.
scatter in fatigue life is more sensitive to grain size variations
low cycle fatigue than in high cycle. This is because the failu
causing crack is less likely to be associated with the largest g
in the specimen. The distribution for the entire population of gr
size in the specimen will effect the failure causing cracks in l
cycle fatigue. High cycle fatigue is a function of the extreme va
distribution of grain size.

Summary
This study develops a probabilistic mesomechanical fati

model to relate the variation in the material microstructure to
variation in the fatigue life of macrostructural components. O
the microstructural effects were investigated. Variations in
applied loading, stress concentrations, residual stresses, and g
geometry are not considered.

Single-phase polycrystalline components are modeled. G
shape is assumed equiaxial and the grain orientation is untextu
Loading and material properties within a grain are homogene
although not isotropic and vary from grain to grain. Compon
geometries are simple smooth test specimens.

The fatigue process is divided into three phases. The first ph
is the crack nucleation phase. The second phase is the small
growth phase. Local microstructural variables considered rand
are grain size, grain orientation, micro-stress and frictional str
The variables are common to both the crack nucleation and s
crack growth models. The third phase is the long crack gro
phase. Long crack growth rate is modeled using Paris law
microstructural variations are not explicitly considered. All var
tion in long crack growth is model by allowing the Paris la
coefficient to be a random variable.

The model predicted many aspects of fatigue observed in
experimental data. These include:

• The shape of the total fatigue life distribution.
• The applied global stress effects on the shape of the t

fatigue life distribution.
• The knee in the SN curve and run-outs.
• The size effect.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of developing proba
listic mesomechanical material models that can link the varia
in the material microstructure to the scatter in fatigue life.
214 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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